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Every regiment in the British Civil War had a flag called 
a standard (also known as a colour or a cornet). These 
were large brightly coloured silk squares with shapes on. 
Sometimes they had pictures, words or cartoons painted 
on them, with a fringe around the edge. Sometimes they 
included an inspiring motto like ‘For God and The King’.

Regiments were commanded by Colonels who always had a standard bearer nearby.  A standard bearer 
was the soldier who carried a flag into battle. On a noisy, busy battlefield, a flag helped the soldiers spot 
their commander from a distance. Watch this demonstration about how to wave your standard in battle

Flags also helped soldiers to feel proud of their regiment and to remind them that they belonged 
together. For this reason, enemy soldiers would try to capture the opposing regiment’s flag. A standard 
bearer defended the regimental flag with his life!

A regiment was made up of ten companies, which each had 100 men. Each company was commanded 
by a Captain.  Captains had their own standard, which was the same colour as the Colonel’s. There was a 
clever system to show the importance of the different captains, like this:  

Most English standards included the St George cross in the top left corner.  Most Scottish flags had a 
large St Andrew flag across the middle.

Red  Blue
Green  Black
Purple  Orange
Crimson
The symbols were painted in either yellow or white.

Colours 
Standards had one of these plain background colours:

Major, 1st Major, 2nd Major, 3rd Major, 4thColonel

Watch Here

Be a Standard Bearer!Be a Standard Bearer!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zi56t0IwbeY
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Be a Standard Bearer!Be a Standard Bearer!
Symbols

Design your own standard

Make it!

Name Name

Piles

Stream 
Blazant

Stars

Discs

Diamonds

Symbols Symbols

Crosses

Rectangles

Crescents

Arrowheads

Choose a colour. Are you English or Scottish? Are you a Colonel or a Captain? If you’re 
a Colonel, you could draw a picture or write a motto on your standard. If not, keep it 
simple. Choose a symbol or pattern and make your flag bright and bold.

Thanks to English Civil War Flags by Steve Archibald

Paint or draw your flag
Make one out of Hama beads
Or Lego
Make a collage from magazines or scrap paper
Make different flags for the ‘ranks’ in your family (and pets!)
Or how about flag biscuits or cakes? Recipe Here

http://www.nationalcivilwarcentre.com/media/civilwarcentre/Carrot%20Cake%20Cornets.pdf

